
“We worry about what a child will become tomorrow, 

yet we forget that he is someone today.” 

– Stacia Tauscher

Joy Petty
1.  BEFORE academics, children should learn

a.  Obedience training, respect for parental authority--

consistency!

b. ROUTINE and structure!

c. Work/chore training--start simple and VERY 

YOUNG to do basic chores like cleaning up toys, 

making bed, etc.

d. Other character traits (sharing, cheerfulness, 

helping, etc.) (Google "Character qualities" by Bill 

Gothard--he has a bunch with the definitions.)

2.  There's no need to rush! Enjoy this wonderful 

time.

Academics will come in plenty of time, and when 

they're young, should come naturally as interest is 

shown.

*Better Late Than Early principle (from the Moores 

books)

The Successful Homeschool Family Handbook by 

Raymond and Dorothy Moore. This gives an excellent 

foundation and builds confidence, especially for those 

starting out.! It talks about the "better late than early" 

principles, and gives great ideas for how to start 

homeschooling when you have young children.

Take walks! (nature, science) 

Let them help bake and cook! (science and math, 

measuring, etc.)

Constructive "educational" play--Legos, blocks, trains, 

dolls--you know, the classics :-)

Play catch!

Run, jump, skip, balance, dance to great music!

Sing songs!

Crafts, drawing (not coloring books!), clay, etc. (They 

can have their own scrapbooks/art folders if they 

want.)

Help with chores!! As soon as they can understand 

your words, as soon as they can walk!

Talk, answer questions!

LIBRARY! (literature, history, science, every subject!) 

READ to them tons!

Counting and ABC's as part of life, and the sounds of 

the letters as they ask.

If you want group experiences, you can do a Joy 

School type weekly playgroup.

Don't stress when they're preschool age about 

structured curriculum!! Don't rush into it and burn them 

or you out!! 

3.! Reading--Don't push, keep lessons short, and 

make it fun.

This is NOT the only way, by any means!! I have a 

good friend who uses Teach Your Child to Read in 100 

Easy Lessons by Siegfried Engelmann (Author), 

Phyllis Haddox (Author), Elaine Bruner (Author), when 

the child shows interest.! She did say that they know 

the letters and their names before they actually use 

that book.... Others use different methods. 

My personal method (NOT the only one!)

1. Wait for interest (It doesn't matter if they're three or 

six or nine!)

2. Start with names and sounds of letters

3. Use all caps, large letters, short words (three 

letters)

4. Slowly add phonics rules and lower-case letters

5. SHORT "lesson" (or game) times! (5-10 minutes 

max!)

(One resource I have used as a support is the "Ball, 

Stick, Bird" reading method. It is relatively 

inexpensive, uses large, capital letters, focusing on 

the shapes of the letters at first, and tells a story the 

kids have never heard before, which keeps them 

interested and wanting to read more.)

4.! Introducing Structure for "school"

*A morning "devotional" is a good way to start 

introducing structure in your homeschool.! (song, 

prayer, scripture/poem memorization, book reading, 

Pledge, a bit of unit studies)! 

*Start short--10-20 minutes, then later as they get 

older, stretch to 30 or more if you choose, as you read 

more or do more educational things together.! 

*Having a basic structure to your day helps the kids 

feel secure, know what to expect, what to do next. 

Managers of Their Homes:! A Practical Guide to Daily 

Scheduling for Christian Home-School Families by 

Steven and Teri Maxwell:! This is aimed especially at 

large families, and it's pretty highly structured, so it's 

definitely not what everyone wants to do.! But if you're 

wondering how on earth to get a general structure to 
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your homeschool days, this will give you some good 

ideas.! You can choose to be as structured as the 

authors, or just glean the general principles and make 

them fit your family, changing it as your family grows.

Julie Hansen

1. First and foremost-the gospel and the heart 

taught by the Spirit:
The thing we try to focus on first is the heart and character of 

our children by teaching them a love of the gospel and of the 

scriptures by using the Spirit. There is nothing more tragic in 

my mind than a child who is extremely knowledgeable, but 

has a struggling heart and lacks empathy for others.  Also, 

the heart of a child is what I want-not just an obedient child.  

All knowledge can be learned and will be learned when the 

child is prepared and ready in this area.

Even with my younger children, I always have the quote in 

the back of my mind by Spencer W. Kimball, “Before you girls 

go falling in love with boys [we could say “other things” for 

our younger kids], fall in love with the scriptures first.” This of 

course goes for the boys as well.  Further, Elder Dallin H. 

Oaks" talk called, “Good, Better, Best” is great at helping limit 

distractions for young families.  I also LOVE the talk by Elder 

Douglas L. Callister called, “Your Refined Heavenly Home” 

found on audio or mp3 at http://www.ldsvoices.com/

index.php?id=667

2. Look for opportunities to increase attention 

spans and self control early:
Many children thrive on consistency and order if it is taught 

with lots of open freedoms within an understood boundary. 

The incredible book that I use that teaches self control, 

character, and order is called, Creative Family Times by Alan 

Hadidian and Will Wilson.  I do self control sit time starting 

with toddlers in high chairs on up.  I also, make it a real 

priority to condition my babies or toddlers to be happy where 

I have them-within reason. I get in my kid"s minds the idea 

that “when we are coloring-we are just coloring” etc.  In the 

early years, I had lots bins with all kinds of toys, games, play 

dough, or art work that I rotated through with the toddler 

while I schooled the older child.  I use the websites 

teacherdirect.com and etoys.com for ideas on learning toys 

to put in the bins. They have the freedom to choose a new 

bin, but they have to stay with one thing which will lead them 

to the idea of  “when we are schooling-we are just schooling.” 

Also, “couch time” with your husband in front of the kids is 

extremely important too and will solve or resolve many 

behavior issues. It shows them that mom comes first to dad 

and creates a sense of stability.

3. Create ritualistic play, routine, and order 

activities that will build character and good habits 

for your school and family identity:
My experience of using many Montessori manipulatives has 

helped me to see that children love to play and can learn the 

order of things through these learning rituals.  I have enjoyed 

using a yahoo focus group to help me create learning 

manipulatives with things I already had around the house.  

It"s found at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/

montessorimakers/  The book called, Teaching Montessori in 

the Home: Pre-School Years by Elizabeth G. Hainstock and 

Lee Havis does about the same thing in an organized book 

format.  I have loved using the book called, I Love You 

Rituals by Becky A. Bailey to create memories that will last a 

lifetime.  The book called Playful Parenting by Lawrence J. 

Cohen taught me to play with purpose. I also use the lds.org 

website a lot to connect to The Friend search engine.  It 

seems like ANY problem we"re having can be searched 

throughout all the years of publication and I will find just the 

right article to help them understand.  You can see many of 

the rituals and activities that our family has experienced over 

the last three preschool years at our photo blog at 

hansenparty.blogspot.com.  Some of the most important 

rituals in our home have been:

Room Ritual - Kids together in one room with door open 

and gate up-making books or playing while moms has a 

peaceful morning getting up and ready.

Rug Ritual - Now it is really their time because they gave 

me my time and helped me out with chores.  With all of us 

together, the child of the day works the calendar, weather, 

and attendance bulletin board.  Devotional. The child of the 

day goes to our nearby shelf and picks a picture book that 

has been preplanned from the booklist or that might have just 

looked great on the shelf at the library.  This corresponds 

with the topic chosen for co-op for the week.  I then read it to 

everyone and we discuss.  Usually we end up looking up 

something on the computer about the subject.  Finally, I send 

the older child to start fast school workbooks at the table 

while I continue to work with the younger child on the rug on 

their level for spelling and math.  Then their spelling words 

are taken from the picture book for each child.  The math is 

made up as well from the picture story book using 

manipulatives and counters to “act it out.” Look for a spiritual 

moment during all this and bring it back to the scriptures. I 

commit to my kids-no phone calls. 

My overall philosophy for school is that has greatly reduced 

my stress is found in the book called, A Thomas Jefferson 

Education by Oliver DeMille.  I dabble in several methods 

under this philosophy of education.  I love the book called 

The Morning Meeting Book for rug time ideas for all ages.  I 

use the BYU 100 top picture books website at http://

cbpr.lib.byu.edu/100_books.html as a foundation for reading 

and teaching all subjects.  My early years, I used the 

curriculum, Before Five in a Row because it was just right 

and didn"t overwhelm me or the kids because it had one 

picture book that you read 5 times with a different focus each 

time you read it. 

4. Tune in, listen, and focus on using correct 

language -set goals:
The book called, How to Listen So Your Children Will Talk, 

and Talk So Your Children Will Listen by Adele Farber and 

Elaine Mazlish has been very important in helping me to 

communicate helpful language to my children.  She also has 

one about talking so your child can learn.  Identifying and 

speaking your child"s love language with the test in the book 

called, The Five Love Languages by Gary Chapman can 

greatly enhance love and avoid relationship problems.  You 

can do so many good things, but if you are missing the 

child"s love language-they may not amount to much.  We 

have also greatly gained from the book called, Parenting with 

Love and Logic as well as the invaluable resources that 

Nicholeen Peck can offer on her seminars and website at 

teachingselfgovernment.com  Hold family counsels and 

determine which areas to set goals in for your children and 

family.  Let your children in on the goals that are appropriate 

for them to know.
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 *For a complete list of the Hansen family rituals see the link 

next to our class description on the LDSEHE 2009 website.

Melissa Orton

1.  Teach Gospel Principles

• LDS Church Distrubution - http://

www.ldscatalog.com/

• The Friend monthly magazine

• The Gospel Art Kit or new Gospel Art Book  - Great 

pictures depicting scripture stories with a summary of the 

story on the back.

• The new nursery manual -  great gospel principle 

lessons to review, complete with activies.

• Scripture Readers with tapes – We listen to these in 

the car.

• Beginning Course Kit – cd rom – a wealth of great 

information on “Teaching the Topics and Themes”.  

“Teaching the Scripture Reader” contains lesson plans 

complete with activities using stories from the scripture 

reader as the base.

• The Children"s Songbook

• The Children"s Songbook Companion by Pat 

Graham *available at Deseret Book
Truth in a musical setting can play a vital role in developing a 

child"s testimony of gospel principles as it often teaches the 

heart as well as the mind on a deeper level than the word 

alone does.  Elder Packer stated, “We are able to feel and 

learn very quickly through music…some spiritual things that 

we would otherwise lean very slowly” (“The Arts and the 

Spirit of the Lord,” Ensign, Aug 1976, p 61) A Children"s 

Songbook Companion

• Holy Places by Chad Hawkins  Short, true stories of 

faith and miracles from Latter-Day temples.

• Inspiring Experiences that Build Faith by Thomas S. 

Monson Short stories from President Monson"s life.

• I Walked to Zion by Susan Arrington Madsen Short 

accounts of young pioneers told in their own words.

• Stories from the Life of Jospeh Smith by Richard E. 

Turley and Lael Littke A biography on the prophet 

designed for young people.  Each chapter tells a separate 

story, but they can be put together for a complete 

biography.

• Boys Who Became Prophets by Lynda Cory 

Robinson Filled with childhood accounts of the prophets.

1. Teach Basic Skills

Morning 5 + 1 Night 5

1. Say your prayers 1. Pick up your room

2. Make your bed 2. Shower

3. Get dressed 3. Put on PJs

4. Brush your hair 4. Brush your teeth

5. Brush your teeth 5. Say your prayers

+1 Read your scriptures

2." Teach Reading – getting a program that 

works for you and your style

• Phonics Pathways Dolores G. Hiskes Teaches 

students of all ages the rudiments of phonics and 

spelling with an efficient, practical, and foolproof 

method. Phonics Pathways is filled with illustrative 

examples, word lists, and practice readings that are 

100 percent decodable. While appropriate for K-2 

emergent readers, this award-winning book has also 

been used successfully with adolescent and adult 

learners, as well as second language learners and 

students with learning disabilities such as dyslexia.

• Explode the Code Series of workbooks by 

Nancy Hall and Rena Price – these are fun for 

learning phonics and spelling.  After my kids have 

done the page they like to color the pictures that are 

on the page and cut them out. 

• Ready for Reading – the Ant and Caterpillar 

series by Laura Callahan Busch

• My kids have loved these little books because there 

are places in the story for them to add in their name, 

a siblings name or a friend"s name so that the story 

becomes about them.

• Now I"m Reading series by Nora Gaydos – I like 

these books because they reinforce the vowels and 

the different sounds they make. 

3." Writing 

http://www.writingwizard.longcountdown.com/

handwriting_practice_worksheet_maker.html 

Make your own handwriting sheets

4.  Math

Saxon Math Our kids have been ready to start 

this as early as 4.  You can skip the kindergarten 

section and just do years 1 and 2.  You can also 

skip year three as it overlaps with the end of year 

2 and the beginning of year 4.

www.livingmath.net – has a great list of children"s 

books that reinforce and sometimes even teach 

math concepts.

Parents 5

1.# STOP

2.# SEARCH  

3.# SEEK 

“Love your children.  Cherish them.  They are so 

precious.  They are so very, very important.  They 

are the future.  You need more than your own 

wisdom in rearing them.  You need the help of the 

Lord…Pray for that help and follow the inspiration 

which you receive.” – Gordon B Hinckley

4.# LEARN 

5.# PLAY 

“Play is often talked about as if it were a relief 

from serious learning.  But for children play is 

serious learning.  Play is really the work of 

childhood.” – Fred Rogers
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 “The Lord does not ask us about our ability, but 

only about our availability.  And then if we 

demonstrate our dependability, the Lord will 

increase our capability.” Neal A Maxwell  

Conference Report-Denmark, Finland, Norway and 

Sweden Area Conference, 1974, 12

Additional Resources
Some of the resources listed below are the ones we"ve 

actually used, the rest have been recommended to us by 

fellow homeschool moms.  For clarification we"ve listed our 

names after the ones we"ve used.

Preschool websites

• http://www.starfall.com Free website that teaches 

phonics sounds, has games and books to read

http://www.preschoolbystormie.com/ Free preschool 

curriculum for a year

http://www.learningpage.com/free_pages/home.html 
This site is also free but you will need to register to have 

access

http://www.writerspost.com/hsfree/

• http://www.schoolofabraham.com/

storiedscriptures.htm - Story selections from the 

scriptures. Penny Gardner's scripture study series for 

young children, "The Storied Scriptures" helps children 

read and grasp the most memorable stories from the 

scriptures.! Her approach is based on the concepts that a 

child is able to comprehend and absorb complex ideas at 

an early age and that they are best taught directly from the 

scriptures. 

• http://www.amblesideonline.org/ Ambleside Online is a 

great FREE resource for anyone interested in Charlotte 

Mason methods.! It's a goldmine for great book lists and 

other helps to incorporate her methods in our homes.  It's 

not just for preschoolers!! This site is a resource all the 

way through high school.

• http://groups.yahoo.com/group/montessorimakers/ 
How to make stuff at home from things you already have:

• http://cbpr.lib.byu.edu/100_books.html   Top 100 

Picture books every child should know list from BYU.

• freespirit.com-Character education and service books, 

games, and videos.

• cptoys.com- Constructive playthings website for toys that 

teach. Great quality.

Books

• Leadership Education: The Phases of Learning by 

Oliver and Rachel DeMille
This book gives you specifics on how to teach a leadership 

education to your children according to age. The chapter 

"Core and Love of Learning: A Recipe for Success" talks 

about the preschool age. - Melissa

• Homeschooling Your Child for Free by Laura Maery 

Gold 
This book is everything that I have needed to fill in the gaps 

and to keep busy with fun things in the summer.  Wonderful 

and free! Julie

• Beyond Five in a Row by Becky Jane Lambert
Unit studies based on a great selection of children"s books 

which are usually available in your local library! The title 

comes from the fact that you read a good book with your 

child for five days in a row. After reading the book each day, 

you select from a variety of learning activities that are 

appropriate for that book. 

• The Well Trained Mind by Jessie Wise and Susan 

Wise Bauer
I've been reading this book this weekend and it is 

awesome!!!!! – Julie 

I have to second that!  Susan is amazing.  We also love her 

Story of the World series. - Melissa

• Honey for a Child"s Heart by Gladys Hunt 
Everything you need from how to choose good books for 

your children to encouraging them to be avid readers. 

• Charlotte Mason by Karen Andreola
This book reveals the practical day by day method of how to 

teach "the Charlotte Mason way". - Melissa

• Slow and Steady Get Me Ready by June 

Oberlander
Tells you when, how and what skills to develop, provides an 

inexpensive phonetic approach for reading and spelling, 

contains a complete readiness curriculum full of ideas, 

enriches the parent child bond with close interaction and 

develops preschool skills. It only takes only about ten 

minutes for each activity. It provides an easy, cost-saving 

method to measure the progress of a child to determine 

when the child should be ready for kindergarten. It provides 5 

years of activities at approximately a penny a day.

• Teach Me Mommy by Jill W. Dumford
“This book is wonderful for mothers seeking to preschool 

their children at home. It's very comprehensive. The subjects 

are in sensible order and each lesson is laid out so that 

planning and presentation are very simple. We have enjoyed 

it.”  

• The Five Love Languages for Children by Gary 

Chapman 
This is an absolute MUST read for every parent! – Melissa

Easy on-line test at http://edified.org/myspace/lovelanguage - 

Julie

• How to Really Love your Child by Ross Campbell
This book taught me SO much about loving and being in the 

moment.  Julie

• The Four Year Plan by Ken and Terri Ebert http://

www.kindredlearning.com/
This LDS based program rotates the topics it covers every 

four years.  The great thing about this program is that the 

activities it includes are broken down for older, middle and 

younger children so it is especially good for families with kids 

who have a wide range of ages. - Melissa

• How to Talk so your Child can Learn by Adele Faber 

and Elaine Mazlish

• What Every Child Should Know Along the Way-

Teaching practical life skills in every stage of life by 

Gail Martin

• Raise Your Child's Social IQ: Stepping stones to 

people skills for kids by Cathi Cohen 
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Julie Hansen, Melissa Orton, and Joy Petty have 15 

children between them, and more than 25 years of 

homeschooling experience collectively.  
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Preschool Fit to YOUR Homeschool 

         The Homeschool Rituals That Make Up Our School and Family Identity 

By Julie Hansen 
(MANY freedoms within loose timeframes and understood boundaries) 

 
Wake Ritual - Everyone makes beds, prays, read scriptures, and dresses in individual rooms. 

Room Ritual - Kids together in one room with door open and gate up-making books or playing.  

Mom’s “Wake in Peace” Ritual - I exercise, shower, dress, calendar, and focus while kids are in 

room.  I just need my time and quiet when I first wake up in the morning.  

GAK Ritual - One child makes breakfast with me while the other sets table and then clears. I have 

used the GAK (gospel art kit) for many years during this time.  They love it! 

Chore Ritual - Usually without me asking they do chore tickets.  They work them to be “FREE.” 

This means dressed and ready so that when school is over we can go outside. 

Journal - If I am not ready for school yet, they will journal while I collect things.  

Rug Ritual - Now it is really their time because they gave me my time and helped me out with 

chores.  With all of us together, the child of the day works the calendar, weather, and attendance 

bulletin board.  Devotional. The child of the day goes to our nearby shelf and picks a picture 

book that has been preplanned from the booklist or that might have just looked great on the shelf 

at the library.  This corresponds with the topic chosen for co-op for the week.  I then read it to 

everyone and we discuss.  Usually we end up looking up something on the computer about the 

subject.  Finally, I send the older child to start fast school workbooks at the table while I continue 

to work with the younger child on the rug on their level for spelling and math.  Then their 

spelling words are taken from the picture book for each child.  The math is made up as well from 

the picture story book using manipulatives and counters to “act it out.” Look for a spiritual 

moment during all this and bring it back to the scriptures. I commit to my kids-no phone calls. 

Fast School - While one child is still working with mom on the rug, the other is doing what we 

call our “fast school” at the table with workbooks that are stored in a chair cover pocket.  

Craft - We try to do something that relates to the book and topic. Often the idea just naturally 

comes to us as the day happens. I try to have some ideas pre-planned too. 

Computer - We go to reading sites that always have books and games for our topics. Sometimes 

they will do a math CD or typing practice while I fix lunch.  

Lunch - We usually talk about something interesting that relates and often our ideas from that 

can take on a life all its own in the afternoon. I try to entertain anything even if it is off topic. 

Science and/or Nature Study - Outside, if at all possible. We do not do science everyday. 

Trampoline or Park - They need this release of energy. 

Rest - I have nice double barrel plastic bins with handles that have new library books in them for 

each child to take to their room for rest time.  I quietly remove them at night so they will more 

easily have the desire to read their scriptures in the morning.  

Me Ritual - I nap and answer emails or anything I want for an hour and a half.  My time! 

Snuggle time - I snuggle right in their necks and watch their lips move while they read to me.   

Bed Party - We watch educational movies and get crumbs on daddy’s side of the bed-he he. 

Play - Basement or outside with friends in the backyard. This is largely my time as well.  

 
*On yucky, tired, or days that just need variety, we will only do centers.  I set up six baskets that each have learning  

  games, puzzles, or manipulatives that I rotate.  They work through each basket and stamp off a sheet when done.   

  This is usually a few times a month.   

*If you are not feeling the Spirit - do not teach! Just get in the car and go to the gardens or museum or just have a  

  reading day.  No day has EVER worked out when I have tried to fake it and still do school.  The kids know! 

*I only school three days a week.  Monday is my off day to run errands or clean while the kids have a piano  

  and art teacher that come to the house.  Thursday afternoon I have a mother’s helper.  Friday is co-op or fieldtrip.   
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Planning Your Year 

By Julie Hansen 

 

1. Have a family meeting and fast with husband to help determine upcoming year needs and focus. 

2. Consult co-op schedule and Standard of Learning (SOL) for the year of older children and scale down  

      the same topics for your preschooler.   

3. Order SOL test booklet in the summer for next year to loosely plan and reference throughout the    

      year for older children and to be ready for testing or portfolio.  This is not supposed to stress anyone  

      out - it is just a tool that can be glanced at every once in a while to monitor progress.  

4. Lesson plan on a calendar a rough week by week focus using the SOLS and topics your    

homeschool co-op is focusing on for the next year. For example, if my co-op  

      is talking about frogs, butterflies, and Roman history for the month of April, that is  

      what I will roughly plan for April. It does not always work that way every week - but mostly. 

5. Consult the BYU, TJed, Charlotte Mason , or Julianne Kimber picture book lists to plug in books  

      by topic for each week using the Thomas Jefferson philosophy of teaching as a guideline.  

6. Use these books to teach topics and to base spelling and math off of using a tackle box full of  

      letters and math number rods and blocks.  For example, if you read Frog in a Bog by John  

      Himmelman to teach about frogs, you can help the younger kids sound out “bog” with the letters.  

      Then you can talk about adding up all the frogs from the two ponds, etc. You can then switch off  

      to your older children and use the same book to spell harder words and do higher level math.    

7.   Take the above 1-6 ideas in a folder to LDSehe conference and prayerfully look for ideas  

      from speakers, books, and venders on how to enhance your next year.  It is amazing how much  

      more you will get out of the conference if you have this thought out.  The conference is key! 

8. Prayerfully consider your upcoming school year at the conference as you listen and buy things. 

Consider whether or not it is something you will really use and will be focusing on this year.   

9. Purchase books, video, and CDs (especially LDSehe speaker CDs), applicable to the year so that  

      you can listen repeatedly to the lectures during the summer with your husband. 

10. After you have your picture books chosen for the topics, check them out from the Library early   

      and pre-read them during the summer or a week early during the school year.  This will naturally   

      give you ideas for expansion activities and crafts ahead of time.  Use your own creative brain for  

      ideas on how to teach and make it fun.  Just think of things you were taught as a child and go  

      with it! You are smarter than you think! You really do not need a formal curriculum for  

      preschoolers telling you every little thing to do.  Think of the picture of the Rabbi teaching Jesus  

      and his classmates using his knowledge and the scrolls.  The scriptures and the books are your  

      scrolls and you only need to think of what you have already been taught in life and share it.  Get  

      excited about sharing what you love!  You do not have read up on a ton of stuff and know rocket   

     science to teach preschoolers.  Just flow with it and say it with the Spirit and it will stick!  Do not  

     let the kids see the books before it is time to use them for school! 

 
      *Picture books are meant to be read to children of ALL ages.  Everybody likes a good story!  They are NOT meant to be read by   
        children on their own.  Stage one, two, and three reader books and chapter books/reference books are meant to be read alone.   

      *Pinpoint higher level books that go along with your topic for older kids to read on their own for reports or for pleasure. 

      *Find some great science, craft, and nature study books that tie into your topics so that you can do these activities   

         towards the end of school when kids are more tired.   

      *This can be easily adapted for mothers without older children and co-ops.  Just take a calendar and pencil in special family  

        dates and holidays.  Also, go to a site that tells you about cultural things going on in your area such as plays, ballet, or museum  

        classes.  Then base your picture books on those monthly and weekly themes that are already happening in your life. 

      *Ask your librarian or local grade school teacher for great books on  your topic too.  Many times, they have a list just in their  

        head already.  I use proteacher.com all the time for topic expansion ideas.  I got this resource and many book ideas and  

        activities from my mother-in-law who is a 1st grade teacher.  Also, abcteach.com has many free printable ideas. 
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